
Be The One to Make a Difference 
 

Bystander intervention:  what does that mean?  

Instead of standing by you can intervene, or step up to say or do something to help.  It is important 

to act safely when intervening:  the main goal of bystander intervention is to calm down, or deescalate the 

problem, not to start a new one for yourself.  Being an active bystander is the simplest way to prevent harm 

like bullying, harassment, and violence.  To be successful, someone has to do this before it gets out of hand 

and the situation is no longer safe. 

Think about it – we have all been there.  You are walking alone, you are getting into an argument in 

public, even just stuck in an uncomfortable conversation.  Wouldn’t you want someone to give you a way 

out?  What if it was your friend or family member?  Would you want someone to help?   

When you are the bystander, ask yourself:  could this get worse if I don’t do anything?  Trust your instincts. 

You may have heard of the ‘bystander effect’ which says that when there are other people around, 

one person may feel less responsibility to do something because they assume someone else will do it.  If 

everyone has that same thought, then no one does anything and the harm continues.  This has been 

documented in tragic situations throughout history.  So you as an individual can be that person to step up 

and stop the harm.  This can also motivate others to do the same when they witness your positive 

intervention.   

Now that you understand the ‘what’ and the ‘why’, here is the ‘how’!  Review these examples of 

how to intervene, organized into the ‘4 D’s’:  Direct, Delegate, Distract, and Delay 

  
 

 

 

 
 
 

5 things to consider when deciding to step up:   

1) Safety is first and foremost in escalating situations.  Yes, you want to help someone else, but don’t 

be a hero and put yourself in danger and unable to help. 

2) Who has the power here?  Power can come from age, gender, physical size, job title, even 

confidence.  If you have power, you can try to use it for good! 

3) Several interventions can be used at once:  call for help first, ask someone else to cause a distraction 

while you directly address the problem. 

4) Each situation is different; first gauge the dynamics and choose the appropriate interventions.   

5) If you are unsure or don’t feel safe, please ask for help – delegate is often the safest option.   

 
You can be the one to prevent harm and help create a culture of safety for everyone.   

“If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side of the oppressor.” Desmond Tutu 

 
 

If you are looking for counseling options in Northeast Ohio, check out www.SignatureHealthInc.org  

Signature Health's Family Planning division also offers free training and education on healthy relationships and 

violence prevention for schools, workplaces, and community forums. To learn more, email Lisa.Huendorf@SHINC.org 

and check out @RelationshipsIF on Facebook and Twitter or @RelationshipsInFocus on Instagram!   

 Lisa Huendorf, Community Education Specialist 
 

Signature Health presents the information in this blog as a 
resource for our community. It is not intended to replace 
professional medical advice, to establish a physician-patient 
relationship, or to endorse any particular entity or service. 

 Family Planning division of Signature Health, Inc. 

 

For more examples and 
resources, check out the 
Ohio Alliance to End Sexual 
Violence’s Be The One on 
social media at 
@BeTheOneOhio.   

 

Also, Hollaback! at 

https://www.ihollaback.org

/bystander-resources/ to 

learn more, including a 5th 

‘D’ suggesting that 

bystanders Document the 

situation in case it is 

helpful for the victim. 
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